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Abstract: This paper solves the problem of reactive power and harmonics compensation in a
high-voltage (HV) distribution network supplying nonlinear loads. An inductive filtering (IF)
approach where passive filters connect to the filtering winding of a four-winding inductive filtering
transformer (FW-IFT) is presented to enhance the power quality of the public grid. This method can
not only greatly suppress harmonic currents of the medium and/or low-voltage (LV) side, but also
prevent them from flowing into the public grid. The new main circuit topology, where the FW-IFT
has specific filtering winding by adopting the ampere-turn balance of the transformer, is presented.
On the basis of the structure of the FW-IFT, the magnetic potential balanced equation and inductive
filtering technology, its equivalent circuit and mathematical model are established, and the filtering
performances are analyzed in detail. Simulation and experimental results rated at SN-10/0.38 of the
FW-IFT are presented to prove the efficacy of the comprehensive enhancement of power quality on
the grid side.

Keywords: Four-winding inductive filtering transformer (FW-IFT); inductive filtering (IF); power
quality; nonlinear loads; passive filter

1. Introduction

In recent years, a significant amount of nonlinear industrial and commercial loads, such as power
electronic equipment, arc furnaces and electrical drives, are being applied in the high-voltage (HV)
distribution network. These nonlinear characteristic harmonics generated by nonlinear loads will freely
enter into the utility grid through transformers. Thus, it inevitably brings power-quality (PQ) problems
to the HV distribution network [1–6]. Therefore, it is necessary to perform harmonic suppression and
enhance the grid supply quality by means of a new device and applicable approach. In order to reduce
the flow of harmonic currents from the load side to the utility grid, harmonic mitigation techniques
are very important to improve the quality of grids in a HV distribution network. The traditional
passive filter comprised of a capacitor and an inductor widely contributes to improve the power
quality of the HV distribution network [7–10]. These filters have the advantage of being the preferred
harmonic filtering solution, mainly for their high efficiency, low-cost, and simplicity. However, these
characteristics of passive filters may deteriorate because of their dependence on the source impedance,
in addition to the possibility of the occurrence of series and/or parallel resonance, which may lead to
excessive harmonic amplification [11–13]. Thus, the filtering capability of passive filters is maintained
by extra calibrating work.
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A variety of active filtering approaches have been proposed to address these harmonic problems.
Active filters applied for compensating harmonic currents of nonlinear loads provide good harmonic
suppression, and they are suitable for small-rating nonlinear loads. However, a key issue for active
filters is to find a control approach, which quickly obtains the compensation reference current without
errors [14]. Hybrid active filters utilize the current modulation technique, and are characterized by a
combination of passive filters and active filters. They were presented to eliminate current harmonics,
and so they are cost effective and practical for large-rated nonlinear loads. However, this method needs
tuned passive filters or extra matching power transformers to guarantee filtering performance [15–19].

In this paper, we provide an effective solution to reduce the harmonic distortion and increase the
power quality of the utility grid. Firstly, a novel inductive filtering (IF) method with a four-winding
inductive filtering transformer (FW-IFT) is put forward to apply in a HV distribution network, which
can effectively enhance the power quality of the utility grid. Then, the mathematical modeling and the
theoretical analysis are carried out in detail. Finally, both the simulation results and the prototype
experiment are used to validate the good performance of the HV distribution network on harmonic
suppression and reactive power compensation.

Since the IF method is different between active and passive filtering methods, it is the preeminent
solution against nonlinear loads, which it achieves by fully utilizing the electromagnetic inductive
filtering principle of the transformer, which is applied in the industrial direct-current (dc) supply system
and high voltage dc system [20–22]. For the four-winding inductively filtered rectifier transformer
(FW-IFRT), the ratings of the wye-connected bank of secondary winding of the load side and the
delta-connected bank of tertiary winding of the load side are selected to be same, permitting the
cancellation of 5th and 7th order characteristic harmonics, while only containing 11th and 13th order
characteristic harmonics at the grid side [21]. However, for the FW-IFT, the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th
order characteristic harmonics still exist in the grid side because of the voltage level and load rating
capacity of the medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) sides. So, the FW-IFT is obviously different
from the FW-IFRT in meeting inductive filtering constraints. On the basis of the equivalent zero
impedance principle, the filtering winding within the FW-IFT is designed by adjusting the winding
structure of the four-winding transformer. Meanwhile, the point of passive filters connected in series
with the filtering winding within the FW-IFT is to act as the inductive filtering system. Moreover, it
can generate reverse harmonic currents through the harmonic ampere-turns balance of the FW-IFT’s
internal coupling windings to compensate for harmonic currents from nonlinear loads. So, it can
eliminate load harmonics and enhance the power quality of the utility grid.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The new main circuit topology is described in
Section 2. The theoretical analysis of the FW-IFT is subdivided into the mathematical model, harmonic
current equations and inductive filtering system compensation in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
simulation and experimental study. Section 5 elaborates the conclusion.

2. New Main Circuit Topology

Figure 1 shows main circuit topologies for a HV distribution network, where unit No.1 is the
passive filtering (PF) scheme, and unit No.2 is the IF scheme. These passive filters tuned at the 5th,
7th, 11th, and 13th harmonic frequencies are allocated in the LV bus of 35 kV of the three-winding
transformer, as in the PF scheme. Therefore, the PF can eliminate the main characteristic harmonics
produced by nonlinear loads at the LV side, whereas it cannot reduce them at the MV side, and thus it
cannot meet the requirements of grid harmonic distortion. Hence, a novel IF method is proposed to
enhance the power quality of the utility grid.

Different from unit No.1, unit No.2 describes the new main-circuit topology of the proposed IF
method. In this unit, the FW-IFT has four windings, i.e., the primary (HV), the secondary (MV), the
tertiary (LV), and the filtering winding. The passive filters, which consist of the fully tuned branches,
are connected to the filtering winding to interface with the HV distribution network. More importantly,
the filtering winding within the FW-IFT is designed by a special arrangement of transformer winding.
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Compared with the PF method, the IF method can suppress current harmonics at the MV and/or LV
sides. Thus, there are fewer harmonic components in the primary winding of the FW-IFT or the public
grid. In this way, the harmonics of nonlinear loads cannot flow into the primary winding, the reactive
power can be compensated for by neighboring the nonlinear loads, and the power factor can also be
increased, so the effects of the harmonics and the reactive power on the FW-IFT can be decreased
effectively. Moreover, the IF method is interfaced with the HV distribution network via the system
impedance and the short-circuit impedance of the FW-IFT, so it has a significant ability to prevent
harmonic resonance. Hence, it can provide an effective way to solve the power quality problems of the
HV distribution network supplying nonlinear loads.
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inductive filtering transformer.

This HV distribution network mainly consists of the FW-IFT, passive filters, transmission line and
loads. Figure 2 shows the wiring scheme of the FW-IFT. The core configuration of FW-IFT adopts the
three-phase three limb. There are four windings on each iron beam, i.e., the wye-connected primary
winding linked to the utility grid via the system impedance, the wye-connected secondary winding
linked to the power load via the transmission line, the delta-connected tertiary winding linked to
the power load via the transmission line, and the delta-connected filtering winding linked to the
passive filters.

Regarding the FW-IFT, there are HV-, filtering-, MV-, and LV-winding, which is established in
ANSOFT/MAXWELL software (ANSYS 16, ANSYS Inc, Shanghai, China), as shown in Figure 3.

Moreover, for the purpose of realizing the IF method, the FW-IFT needs a special winding-
impedance design to coordinate the impedance of the fully tuned passive filters. In this way, the
magnetic potentials of the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th harmonic currents produced by the nonlinear loads
can be eliminated, which will be discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional finite element model of the FW-IFT.

3. Theoretical Analysis

3.1. Mathematical Model

Figure 4 gives the three-phase structure and single-phase equivalent decoupling circuit of the
FW-IFT. The three-phase construction of the FW-IFT, which consists of the primary, filtering, secondary,
and tertiary winding connected to 220 kV alternative current (ac) grid with passive filters of 35 kV, 110 kV,
and 35 kV nonlinear loads, respectively, is described in Figure 4a. As long as the equivalent impedances
ZK4,12 and ZK4,13 are approximately equal to zero, the FW-IFT will satisfy the IF condition [21]. So the
single-phase equivalent circuit model of the FW-IFT is a radial circuit, where includes the short-circuit
impedance ZK14, and equivalent impedances ZK4,23, ZK2,34, ZK3,24, as shown in Figure 4b. At the same
time, Figure 4c gives the simplified resistive equivalent model. In this model,

.
U ji is the phase-j ith

winding voltage,
.
I ji is the phase-j ith winding current,

.
Usj is phase-j grid voltage,

.
Isj is phase-j grid

current, ZKmn is the short-circuit impedance between m and n winding of the transformer, ZKk,mn is the
equivalent impedance of k winding among the k, m, and n winding of the transformer,

.
ILj2h and

.
ILj3h

are the load harmonic current at the MV and LV side, respectively, when all variables are converted
to the primary side, ZKk,mn = 0.5(ZKkm + ZKkn − ZKmn), j = a, b, c, i, k, m, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, k , m , n, the
subscript h is the hth harmonic.

According to the equivalent decoupling model of the single-phase FW-IFT, the current relational
equations can be obtained as follows:
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.
I j1 =

.
Isj;

.
I j2 =

.
ILj2.

I j3 =
.
ILa3;

.
I j4 = −

.
IFj

(1)

Also, the equations concerning both the grid and filtering winding voltage can be obtained as
follows: 

.
U j1 =

.
Usj −Zs

.
I j1.

U j4 =
.

UFj.
UFj = ZFj

.
IFj

(2)
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According to the transformer magnetic potential balance principle and ignoring exciting currents,
the harmonic magnetic potential balance equation can be obtained as follows:
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.
I j1 +

.
I j2 +

.
I j3 +

.
I j4 = 0 (3)

Finally, on the basis of the multi-winding transformer theory, the voltage equations of the FW-IFT
can be obtained as follows: 

.
U j1 −

.
U j4 = ZK14

.
I j1.

U j2 −
.

U j4 = ZK24
.
I j2 + ZK4,23

.
I j3.

U j3 −
.

U j4 = ZK4,23
.
I j2 + ZK34

.
I j3

(4)

The nonlinear loads at the MV and LV side are equivalent to the harmonic current resources
.
ILj2h,

.
ILj3h, respectively, and considering the possible harmonic voltage from the utility grid, there is also

the equivalent harmonic voltage source
.

Usjh and system impedance Zsh at the grid side. When the
load harmonic currents occur in the MV and LV side, the designed passive filters are connected to
the filtering winding of the FW-IFT for implementing inductive filtering. At this time, the hth-order
harmonic voltage transfer equations can be obtained as follows:

.
U j1h = (ZK14h + ZFjh)

.
Isjh + ZFjh

.
ILj2h + ZFjh

.
ILj3h.

U j2h = ZFjh
.
Isjh + (ZK24 + ZFjh)

.
ILj2h + ZK4,23

.
ILj3h.

U j3h = ZFjh
.
Isjh + ZK4,23

.
ILj2h + (ZK34 + ZFjh)

.
ILj3h

(5)

Equations (1–5) construct the basic mathematical model of the FW-IFT and the passive filtering
branches. This model expresses the constraints among the harmonic voltage, the harmonic current, and
the harmonic impedance. Such a mathematical model is useful for operation characteristic research on
the inductive filtering technique in HV distribution networks, which contain the FW-IFT and the PFs.

3.2. Harmonic Current Equation

According to the established mathematical model, the equation that expresses the influence of
the hth-order harmonic current resources

.
ILj2h,

.
ILj3h at the MV and LV side and the harmonic voltage

resource
.

Usjh on the hth-order harmonic current
.
Isjh in the primary winding can further be obtained by

substituting (1), (2) and (3) into (5).

.
Isjh =

.
Usjh −ZFjh

.
Iojh

Zsh + ZK14h + ZFjh
(6)

where the equivalent load harmonic current
.
Iojh is set as

.
Iojh =

.
ILj2h +

.
ILj3h.

Moreover, the equation on the hth-order harmonic current
.
IFjh in the filtering winding can be

obtained as follows:
.
IFjh =

.
Usjh + (Zsh + ZK14h)

.
Iojh

Zsh + ZK14h + ZFjh
(7)

Equations (6) and (7) reveal the influence of the equivalent impedances of the FW-IFT and the
passive filtering branches on the inductive filtering performance.

3.3. Inductive Filtering System Compensation

The inductive filtering system consists of passive filters in series with the filtering winding as
shown by a single-phase equivalent decoupling circuit in Figure 4c. Harmonic currents will be induced
by these passive filters to offset those of the load side, while the load reactive currents are damped by
the IF system. From Equation (6), when the background harmonic voltage

.
Usjh = 0, the ratio

.
Isjh/

.
Iojh

between the grid harmonic current and the nonlinear load is presented as:
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
Isjh
.
I0 jh

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Usjh=0

=
ZFjh

Zsh + ZK14h + ZFjh
(8)

Meanwhile, the ratio
.
Isjh/

.
Iojh between the grid harmonic current and the nonlinear load is

presented as: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
IFjh
.
Iojh

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Usjh=0

=
(Zsh + ZK14h)

Zsh + ZK14h + ZFjh
(9)

The excellent filtering characteristic depends on the impedance value (ZFjh � Zsh + ZK14h).
The Zs + ZK14 value is always kept higher than the impedance ZFjh value to improve the filtering
characteristic and prevent the harmonic resonance problems between ZFjh and ZK14. A passive filter
impedance is used to compensate for the specific harmonics of interest. Four sets of passive LC
(Inductance and capacitance)-filters are tuned to 250 Hz, 350 Hz, 550 Hz, and 650 Hz frequencies to
suppress the harmonics at the tuning frequencies. It is worth to note that the nonlinear load produces
harmonics at the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th harmonic frequencies, so the harmonics will cause a series of
problems. Therefore, the filtering branch will induct 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th dominant harmonics in
between the filtering winding and passive LC-filter to offset them, and it advances to stop the flow
of harmonic current in the grid winding. The result verifies that the filtering characteristics of the
proposed IF method is satisfactory at the 5th (250 Hz), 7th (350 Hz), 11th (550 Hz), and 13th (650 Hz)
harmonic frequencies. Figure 5 shows a bode plot of the filtering characteristics of the proposed IF
method. The harmonics in Equation (8) in dB and inter-harmonic frequency in Hz are proof of the
frequency response of the passive LC-filter. When PF is connected, harmonic damping increases and no
amplification phenomena occurs. In addition, all the harmonic content components are considerably
reduced as shown in Figure 5. This proves that the proposed IF method is capable of improving the
filtering performance, eliminating harmonic amplification phenomena, and compensating for the
current harmonic contents produced from the nonlinear load.
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The equivalent impedances of inductive filtering winding for a FW-IFT (ZK4,12,ZK4,13) should
be designed to be approximately equal to 0; that is to say, ZK4,12 = 0, ZK4,13 = 0, which can satisfy
the inductive filtering condition [21]. From Equation (6), it can be seen that the content of the
harmonic currents in the primary windings is closely related to the grid-side system impedance Zsh,
the short-circuit impedance ZK14, the fully tuned inductive filters’ impedance ZFjh and the grid-side

voltage
.

Usjh. Ignoring the background harmonic voltage
.

Usjh and system impedance Zsh, as long as
to ensure that ZFjh ≈ 0 of the fully tuned inductive filters at the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th harmonic
frequencies, then it is ensured that the combined harmonic impedance ZFjh is much smaller than the

short-circuit impedance ZK14, which means that
.
Isjh in Equation (6) is close to 0, and there is no or few

hth-order harmonic currents generated by the nonlinear loads in the primary winding of the FW-IFT.
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.
Isjh = 0 (10)

In addition, in the ideal condition, i.e.,
.

Usjh = 0, according to Equation (7), the following equation
can be further obtained:

.
IFjh =

.
Iojh (11)

From this, it can be clearly seen that Equation (10), obtained from the equivalent circuit model,
verifies the correctness of the established mathematical model. From the above equation, when the
harmonic current flows into the load winding of the FW-IFT from the harmonic resource, the filtering
winding inducts the corresponding harmonic current to counteract it, and thus, there is no or few
inducted harmonic currents at the grid side, as long as the associated harmonic impedances ZK4,12 ≈ 0,
ZK4,13 ≈ 0, ZFah ≈ 0 can be ensured.

4. Simulation and Experimental Study

4.1. Experimental Model Description

Figure 6 shows the electrical connection of the three-phase experimental system which consists
of an ac source, a FW-IFT, three-phase diode rectifier load (as a nonlinear characteristic load), and
passive LC filters. This system is designed as a similar model of the HV distribution station shown in
Figure 1 (unit No.2). In this experiment, wye-connected primary winding linked with a 380 V ac source,
delta-connected filtering winding linked with 220 V passive filters, wye-connected secondary winding
linked with 100 V three-phase diode rectifier load, and delta-connected tertiary winding linked with
100 V three-phase diode rectifier load are described in detail.
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Figure 6. Electrical connection of the experimental system. Figure 6. Electrical connection of the experimental system.

Figure 7 shows many components of the experiment, including the prototype of the manufactured
FW-IFT, the three-phase diode, ac inductance, the resistance box, and passive filters. Passive filters
installed in filtering winding of 220 V is the IF method, while passive filters installed in tertiary winding
of 100 V is the IF method. Table 1 summarizes the nameplate parameters of the FW-IFT. Table 2
gives the parameters of four sets of passive filters by comparing the PF method with the IF method.
The capacity of each designed passive filter based on both the PF method with the IF method is rated
at 200 Var and 50 Var, respectively.
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Table 1. Nameplate parameters of a FW-IFT. HV: high voltage; MV: medium voltage; LV: low voltage;
rms: Root Mean Square.

Data HV-Side MV-Side LV-Side Filtering-Side

Nominal capacity 10 kVA 10 kVA 10 kVA 10 kVA
Nominal line-to-line rms voltage 380 V 100 V 100 V 220 V

Nominal current 15.19 A 57.73 A 57.73 A 26.24 A
Connection YN yn0 d11 d11

Short-circuit impedance ZK12% = 5.2; ZK13% = 5.78; ZK14% = 2.83;
ZK23% = 2.33; ZK24% = 2.27; ZK34% = 2.75;

Table 2. Parameters of filters. PF: passive filtering; IF: inductive filtering; L: inductance; C: capacitance.

Filtering Method Parameters 5th 7th 11th 13th

PF
L (mH) 26.562 13.263 5.305 3.789
C (µF) 15.279 15.591 15.784 15.821

IF
L (mH) 32.096 16.048 6.419 4.5852
C (µF) 12.627 12.885 13.045 13.075

4.2. Simulation Analysis

A MATLAB/Simulink based experimental model (seen in Figure 6) is investigated for the IF
method with the FW-IFT. The model incorporates the FW-IFT with associated two kinds of diode
rectifier circuitry and filtering branches. Figure 8 shows the three-phase voltage and current simulation
waveforms, respectively, for without filters, with the PF method, and with the IF method. Filtering
performance is compared with the PF method, whose simulation data of grid currents spectra are
shown in Figure 9. From Figure 8, grid currents are a non-sinusoidal waveform comprising of lots of
5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th dominant harmonics without filters, which will still exist in the grid side even
if the PF method is adopted. However, there are few low-order harmonic currents at the public grid
when the IF method is used. From Figure 9, the fundamental rms current amplitude values are 15.01 A,
15.05 A, and 17.87 A, and the current total harmonic distortion (THDi) are 10.51%, 5.62%, and 2.03%,
respectively, on the basis of three types of filtering schemes, such as without filters, with PF and with
IF. Hence, the simulation results show that the IF method obviously improves the power quality of the
grid side.
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4.3. Experimental Results

Figure 10 shows the three-phase voltage and current measured waveforms at the 380 V bus.
Figure 11 shows the phase-A current spectra at the 380 V bus, where the fundamental rms current
amplitude values are 14.06 A, 14.75 A, and 16.97 A, and THDi are 10.76%, 5.67%, and 1.63%, respectively,
from the three types of filtering scheme (without filters, with PF and with IF).
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By comparative analysis, it can also be seen that the IF method can greatly reduce the harmonic
content in the 380 V bus and the current total harmonic distortion, which can be seen from the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) results shown in Figure 11, which drops considerably from 10.76% to 1.63%.
Moreover, harmonic currents of the utility grid already meet IEEE Standard 519. Thus, the IF method
can not only guarantee the filtering performance on the public grid but can also effectively enhance the
power quality for the distribution network supplying nonlinear loads.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, an IF method using a FW-IFT and passive filters for a HV distribution station
supplying nonlinear loads has been proposed as a substitute to overcome the shortcomings of the
conventional passive filtering method, and this method can comprehensively enhance power quality
of the public grid. The single-phase equivalent circuit model and the basic mathematical model of the
FW-IFT are established to express such an IF method, and the filtering performance has been analyzed.
It was proven that the proposed IF scheme is able to compensate current harmonics simultaneously.
The combination of passive filters with a FW-IFT allows for better filtering performance of the nonlinear
loads at the MV and/or LV end. An IF method applied in a new HV distribution network has been
confirmed to be effective with theoretical, simulation and experimental investigations.

The addition of the filtering winding to the three-winding transformer may bring slight increases,
in economical cost, weight, and size, to the FW-IFT. However, the increase may be ignorable from
a practical point of view. The proposed system construction is more suitable for a HV distribution
network than the PF scheme.

In this paper, the major harmonic suppression of the HV distribution network is investigated
in detail. The related research on the steady and transient state characteristics and protection of the
FW-IFT will be reported in future.
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